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Abbot's Message

We Are the Trojans
by Matt Stengel '99, Academy Headmaster
Ed. Note: Headmaster Matt Stengel has just completed his first year in this position. In December, he wrote to the students, faculty and parents ofSubiaco Academy. The letter outlined
his vision ofwhat makes far a true "Trojan, " the special "Subiaco Man" that stands out in the
crowd His letter is slightly condensed
There was a cheer we did while I was in school here char went: "We are the Trojans/

Dominance of the Foreground che mighty mighty Trojans/ everywhere we go/ people want ro know/ who we are/ so
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we tell 'em/ we are the Trojans, the mighty, mighty Trojans." It is true-people want to
know about a true Trojan when they see him , because he carries himself differently from
ocher boys or other men . He acts differently because he is different. He has been trained
to act like a true man-the way a man should truly act. What does chis consist of?
T - Tough. A true Trojan should be tough. I don't necessarily mean physically tough ,
although physical activity and being in shape are important. The toughness we want to
instill is primarily mental toughness. It is also known as "Grit," or perhaps "Fortirude."
It is the will inside that says, "push harder;" "study just a lircle more"; "make another effort." Whether you are facing an opposing linebacker, a difficult test, a temptation to sin, or later a tough time in your
job or marriage-the mental toughne s
you learn here will carry you through.
Toughness strengthens your will to resist
temptation and to overcome obstacles.
Ir enables you to conquer fear, even the
fear of deach, and to face trials and persecutions. We try to instill toughness
or fortitude by constantly challenging
you-academically, spirirually, and athletically. We push you to have a clean
room, do your homework, practice your
drills, and make a true manly effort. We
don't ask you to do all these things just
to be burdensome. It is to teach you
that mental toughness which will make
you a true Subi-man.

TROJANS

see "Trojans" on page 3

Dominance of the Foreground
One of the glories of modern times is
the development of networks of communication. Thanks rn the progress
of technology, information can be
transmitted instantaneously aJI over the
world. As recently as che last century,
many people were isolated and unaware
of significant events even in their general vicinity. And in the cencury before
that, the Pony Express was considered
rapid communication.
Progress often has hidden coses. The
more information we have, the more
we have ro deal with. We can't sort out
ahead of time che information that is
important co us from char which isn't,
or screen our information that will
needlessly disturb us. Years ago we
didn't know abouc a whale crapped in
arctic ice or an earthquake in the ocean.
Information like chac didn't bother us
because we didn't know about it; there
was nothing we could do about chose
situations anyway. Bue once we know
it, bad news may bother us, whether we
can do anything about it or not.
People have never had complete
control over what comes into the
foreground, che people, events, and
information chat enter our range of
awareness. Bur now our foreground has
a vastly wider range and is filled wich
more information and images than ever
before. Round-the-dock news coverage brings into our awareness minute
by minute events from all over the
world, often wich disturbing piccures
of violence and suffering. The media
does nor offer a balanced picture of
che good and che bad, che peaceful and
che violenc, but highlights che harsh,
because that gees our attention. Bue it
also is more likely co keep us rattled.
The end.Jess parade of violent images
can keep us unsettled and fearful, afraid
chac che world - our world - is falling
apart. There is a very real danger of living as if under siege, dominated by this
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foreground, and to pick up che spirit
of a world unenlighrened by revelation,
which will always be negacive and pessimistic.
This is where religion and philosophy
come in. They provide a background,
a framework of conviction and faith,
from which to interprer and deal wich
the ever changing and rhrearrning
foreground. People of biblical faith are
just as aware of che harsh realities of che
world as anyone else bur do nor live in
fear of che next colossal tragedy. We
have known all along chat che world has
been chrown off kilter by sin, and chat
"creation has been subjecced to futility ... and is groaning" (Rom 8:20-22) .
We know chat there will always be wars

"We [people of Biblical
faith] know that there
will always be wars and
rumors of wars, but
chat no new surprise,
however drastic, can rob
the world of the destiny
established by its Creator
and Lord."
and rumors of wars, but that no new
surprise, however drastic, can rob the
world of the destiny established by its
Creacor and Lord. The events of9/I I
horrified Christians as much as anybody
else, bur they didn't drive true believers co believe chat all was lost and char
it was time for suicide. Those events
were simply more examples, admicredly
extreme, of what may happen in a world
where sin will be on che loose uncil che
sheep and goacs are separated.
The events that come into our foreground are often beyond our control.
We cannot manage che foreground. But

Trojans
che background we
choose for interpreting the
foreground
is under our
control. We
can decide,
and it is
our duty to decide, what we are living
for and what it all means. This is, of
course, a work that is never completely
finished, but we can discover a general
framework. This is the search for meaning, or the search for God, which is rhe
quest of authentic human li ving.
For a Cacholic, this background is
embodied in the sacred Tradicion of
faich, based on Sacred Scripcure and che
teaching of che Fathers and Doctors and
embodied in che Creed and the magisterial documents of Popes and Councils.
We begin learning it in the basics of che
Catechism and, if we cake it seriously,
continue to learn it all our lives. But it
is not primarily a learning taken from
books. ft is a life of faich passed on in
worship, community life, and prayer.
Ulcimately one will be secure in the
tradition and live confidently wich a
Catholic background only if strengchened and grounded every day in a personal prayer life, the source of a living
personal knowledge and love of God.
The ominous news and ch rears in our
foreground are more likely to increase
rather than decrease in the future. The
way to peace is not to block out or
reduce the intrusion of the foreground,
though a certain amount of chat is a
healchy scare. Bur if we are nor to be
dominated by the foreground and constantly battered by the fears it chreatens,
we must have a strong background of
faith from which co judge and respond
ro everything, good or bad, chat comes
our way.

~er- t::.~/~

cont'dfrom page I
R - Respectful. A true Trojan should
be respectful. These days we are cold
that everyone is equal, and that no one
should be created differencly. That is
nor true. Some people deserve to be
treated with greater respect than ochers.
Here is a qukk list: girls/women, rdigious leaders, parents, chose in authority
over us, and the elderly. Sometimes ic is
because of a person's position that they
deserve respect (parents, religious leaders, teachers, deans, etc.). Even if you
find chese people co have faults of cheir
own, they still deserve respect because
of cheir posicion. A Trojan will give this
respect, even when it is not "deserved"
by the person, because it is che right
ching co do . I am noc asking you to
accept injustice, but we will talk about
char later. The elderly and women/girls
deserve respect not because of their position, but because of who they are and
what they represent. Women, in general, are phy ically more vulnerable chan
men and the elderly are more vulnerable
because of age or illness. fu true Trojans
we respect them because uue men never
oppress che weak or vulnerable. This is
what drove che knights of old to fight
for the vulnerable and co protect chem.
The scrong have a moral ducy co protect
the weak. We may protecc them by
insisting chat others speak of them with
dignity and respect. We should never
speak vulgarly or degradingly about
women or our elders. They deserve our
respect.
0 - Honest. (che "H'' is silent) A
rrue Trojan should always be honest.
When honesty will gee you in troublebe honesc. When honesty is difliculcbe honest. When ir would seem to be
easier to lie or say nothing-be honest.
Honesty is one of the most important
trairs for any human being to possess.
If you are known as an honest person,
you will be given more credibility, more

respect, more honor. Once you lose the
reputation of being honest, it is extremely difficult co get back. Never lose chat
repuracion. AJways be honest.
J - Just. A true Trojan is a person
who seeks justice. We may seek justice
for our elves, bur more imporcancly, we
should seek justice for chose whom we
see are nor being created with justice.
It is unjust to speak ill of persons who
cannot defend chemselves. Ir is unjust to spread rumor and gossip. It is
unjust to be vulgar. le is unjust co lie,
cheat or steal. le is unjust to be wasteful of resources, including one of the
most precious resources-rime! Justice
demands that we give what is due boch
co God and to neighbor. It is truly right
and just to worship God . It is right and
just co look after ochers as you are able.
A- Accountable. A true Trojan
understands accountability. We ask you
co be accountable for your room, your
homework, your actions, and many
ocher things. When you are older you
will be accountable for your own money,
property, fu.rnily, your actions, and your
work. Having an attitude of accountability will prevenc us from becoming
coo prideful. We will learn some humility because we will understand that we
are blessed beyond what we deserve.
Someone who is accou ntable will be
honest and jusc, and will accepc responsibility for their actions. Sometimes
punish men rs are given for incorrect
behavior. Accepting these punishments
manfully is part of the training in accouncabilicy.
N - Not insecure. A crue Trojan is
calm and confident. There is no reason
to be agitated about every little ching.
Mose commencs made co us each day
or most happenings are nor "the world
out to get us" or people purposely crying
to make us mad . Remain calm. A calm
attitude will save our mental energy for

che rimes
we actually need
it. We
should not
be restless
or nervous.
Everything
is in God's
hands.
This
should
give us

Hendma.sur A.farz Sungel

confidence
co go chrough life crying to make the
best decision char we can in each circumstance. Be still, be calm, be peaceful. Have enough confidence in your
training diac you will be able co handle
situations as they arise.
S - Spiritual. A true Trojan is
spiritual. He understands char we are
not random cells bouncing around.
The principle of entropy cells us chac
something has created order out of
chaos. That someching is God. A
Trojan underscands that che world does
not revolve around ME and my every
desire. A spirirual person understands
that we are bound together with invisible threads. We belong to a greater
commun ity, both here on che "Hill"
and far beyond. This "S" in "T-R-0J-A-N-S" is what makes us "a people
set apart." The "S" brings us togecher
into a community. The "'S" means we
have a responsibility co the community
of ocher Trojans. We have to give back,
we have to protect the good name of
Subiaco, cake care of che place, cake care
of each ocher, and che collective reputation of all Trojans. We have to acr
like true men, true Subi-men, both in
regard co our avior and to our brothers
here.

"Trojans" cont'd 011 page 4
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Journal

cont'd ftom page 3

by Fr. Mark Stengel, OSB

cont'd ftom page 4

Fellow Trojans: Ir is a great privilege
to be part of the community ofTrojans.
It is a community chat extends back in
time for generations, and chat also will
extend forward for generations. We

each have a duty to live out this privilege in a responsible way.
Back co that cheer: "We are the

Trojans/ the mighty, mighty Trojans.
I Everywhere we go / people want to
know/ who we are/ so we te11 'em."

I've talked with guys over the years who
relate stories of being promoted earUer
than others, getting degrees with higher
marks, performing better than anyone
expected, living a better moral life than
other men. le is because these men are
true Trojans. Not every graduate "gets

it" in a way chat makes them a true Trojan. The ones who do "gee it" are men-

tally Tough, very Respectful, completely
hOnest, Fairly Just, always Accountable,
Not insecure 1 and Spiritual. They are
TROJANS. Act in a way that proves
to others char you understand who the
Trojans really are. Become one of rhe
mighty, mighty TROJANS!!

March
"In like a lion; out like a lamb" is
supposed co summarize March weather.
March began with balmy breezes, but
the lion roared back on the 2nd. Fr.
Mark, returning from substitute work
in souch Arkansas, noted a temperature
drop from 70' to 35' in the space of 40
miles and 40 minutes! He made ic to
Little Rock, just as the freezing rain and
sleet shut down all travel. At home, the
Academy was closed again on Monday. The entire month remained chilly,
delaying the blooming of fruit trees and
grapevines. This is a blessing, since an
early spring produces render growth,
vulnerable co che inevicable lace frosts.
"Carnival" means "goodbye to
meac" and traditionally is a lase Ring
of feasting before the austerity of Lent.
Nowadays, the Church's liturgical cycle
does noc mandate the secular scheduJe.
The Academy Spring Carnival fell on
the first weekend of Lent. The Academy schedule dictates the placement of
Parents Weekend, when the bill payers
{parenrs) come ro discuss how their
children are making use of the expensive product purchased for chem. Th is
discussion can be stressful for some, and
so the weekend features activities co encercain, distract, and edify. The drama
department presented the delightful
musicaJ !lig.
River: the
Advenrures of
Huckleberry
Finn . Brother Dominic
performed
a soulful
lament as a
big-breasted
plancarion
wench, and
senior Zach

Ruesewald cavorted in a low-brow burlesque co entertain the gullible "Arkie"
audience, and of course Jim (senior
Malcolm Mitchell) went free in the
end. Academy students provided the
manpower for many of the booths at the
carnival, entercained in the Jazz Band
and the Choir, and then on Sunday, did
a masrerfuJ job at the altar as servers,
leccors, cantors, and choir. Parenrs saw
their sons manifesting rhe "education of
the whole person" as Academy promotional materials adverrise.
On March 19, engineers from
the Nabholz Company took a look at
"Third Lake," the upper reservoir of the
Abbey's water supply. The question is
whether this lake could be enlarged so
as to provide a larger cushion of potable
water for dry years. The preliminary
survey indicated that the project seemed
Feasible. Dredging of the present lake
bed and Farther west would provide
material for raising the dam by 12-15
feet. This would create a much larger
impoundmenc, extending the basin almost to the west end of Abbey property.
With the recent arrival of Candidare
Joseph Owens from Prartville, Alabama,
we now have FOUR Josephs to honor
on their March I 9th feastday: Br.
Joseph Koehler, Br. Joseph Heath, Br.
Jost', and now Candidate Joseph. Customarily, the Abbey does not doub le up
on names, barring special circumstances.
These are speciaJ circumstances.
The late dare of Easter this year
allowed the students to be here, rather
than on Spring Break, for the Feast of
St. Benedict on March 21. Church
was filled for the Mass celebrated by
Bishop Anthony Taylor. The Bishop
noted that St. Benedict provides a very
good excuse to abandon rhe austerity of
Lent for a day-and even on a Friday of

cont'd on next page

broken tiles are being carefully handed
not damaged. Gardening was greatly
delayed by the lingering cold. However, down and stacked on pallets. The company gets the salvaged materials-the
gardeners will not be deterred. The
tiles and the copper flashing. So Far no
Subiaco Farmers Co-op is happy to sell
one has gotten a tile on their head.
plant secs, especially comatoes, several
By late April, most of the pecans .
cimes, co gardeners who can't wait.
Clearing and searching condnued at had been shelled out. Prior Leonard did
the bulk of the job. He is a big Arkanthe "old site" of the monastery. Fr. Elisas Razorbacks baseball Fan, so if a ball
jah, wielding a sensitive metal detector,
April
game was on the radio of an afternoon:
found several coins, including an 1875
Br. Adrian recruired some student
many pecans got shelled. On commuruGerman 5 Pfennig coin and an Italhelp to get the swimming pool cleaned
ty recreation nights-Sunday, Tuesday,
ian coin, within the "footprint" of the
our. There is always a lot of viscous
Sisters' House. Br. Basil did some spray- and Thursday-multiple work stations
muck to be lifted out of the pool. This
were arranged, so thac we could pick
ing to keep the briers at bay. Someon~
is followed by pressure washing, then
out pecans while visiting. One hardly
will have co keep ac chis work; nature is
caulking and patching as needed, then
knows whether co hope for another
relencless.
touch up of the paint job, and the
The Holy Thursday procession from bountiful pecan crop this year. For sure,
installation of the diving boards, and
Church to the Altar of Repose in Cente- all will be glad to see the last of them in
ladders. All pool owners know that a
the recreation area.
nary Hall was punctuated by lightning
sparkling blue pool requires a lot of
Early on Saturday, April 26, young
flashes and growls of thunder. Master of
grungy labor. Somehow, in _the pool
females in formal attire began appearing
Ceremonies Br. Mel knelt down on the
preparations, one of our mamcenance
all over campus, each with an accompastone Boor of the foyer, and then found
men fell into the empty pool! Thanknying retinue. Afrer a while, disrracred
that he could not rise. Helpful hands
fully, there were only bruises; this could
monks figured it our. This was prom
got him up, and Brother has received
have been a disaster. Besides bruised
day for Subiaco Academy and for several
treatment for his arthritic knees since
bones and ego, the victim had to endure
area schools. For some reason, ic has
then.
too many comments abouc rhe proper
become de rigueur co have pictures taken
On April 22, roofers from Fort
order of things: firsr-wacer; thenalong rhe Abbey colonnades, against
Smith arrived and began setting up
vine-covered walls, under the arches and
diving.
scaffolding. They will be replacing the
The April "journal calendar" noted
entire rile roof with heavy gauge metal
cont'd on next page
several weather phenomena. On April
of the same reddish
5th, it asks "last frost'" On the 8th,
color. Last July's
"vicious wind, c. 50 m.p.h." The next
hailstorm did a numcwo days say "warm and nice." April
ber on the brittle
15 answered the earlier question with
clay riles. I suppose
a note of another frost, on the night of
the roofing company
the "Blood Moon." This is a total lunar
has mulciple projeclipse, in which the full moon exhibits
ects going on, and
a reddish or coppery color in the middle
workers are shifted
of the night, and in the middle of its
around according
eclipse. Meteorologists say that the
ro the weather, and
moon reflects the glow of sunrises and
the stages of each
sunsets from around the world, rather
operation. Progress
than the Full spectrum of direct sunlight.
has been sporadic,
Whar an amazing world we live in!
with several bursts
There was frost damage co grapes at
of activity and then
Altus, a few miles north of us, but Br.
Roof work progresses on a morning in early June
lengthy lulls. UnJoseph K. reported that our grapes were

Lent! After the liturgy, the large crowd
of visitors enjoyed "juicy, rich mcar, and
pure, choice wine" (CF. Isaiah 25:6) in
the lobby and gallery of Centenary Hall,
while the srudencs returned to their
class schedule. Well, boys, you have to
become monks, and then you too would
get the whole day offi

Journal

A Man of Many Talents

cont'dfrom page 5
next co St. Benedict in the inner court.
Is this a new "ministry" of the Abbey, or
perhaps a business opportunity?

May
Prior Leonard and Fr. Timothy left
for Rome on May 2. They are participating in an annual Monastic Renewal
program hosted by San Anselmo Monastery. The month in Rome is a sort of
mini-sabbatical, with some theological
and monastic spirimality presentations, the opporruniry to tour Rome
and the surrounding area, and co share
with monastic men from all over rhe
world. Neither of our men provided a
travelogue, nor Facebook pictures, nor
text messages; and chey did nor even
take pictures. Perhaps they had a more
personal and human experience, rather
than a digital experience. They are back
home now, ac the end of May, and we're
slowly getting an account, mainly at the
lunch cable, of their stay in Rome.
On May JO, cousins Fr. Nicholas
and Fr. Bruno Fuhrmann celebrated
their 60th anniversary of ordination.
Both will turn 85 lacer this year. Fr.
Nicholas presided at the liturgy, wich Fr.
Bruno caking some of che parts. Two
days later, Fr. Nick returned to the hospital for heart bypass surgery. He knew
chis was coming, but was determined to
be present for his anniversary celebration. He and Fr. Bruno are the last of
the "Forest of Fuhrmanns" remaining

ar Subiaco. At one rime, there were ten
Sister Bonita Gacnik, OSB, of
Fuhrmann relatives in the monastery.
Sacred Hearr Monasrery in Yankcon,
We prayed char this name not djsappear
Sourl1 Dakota, visited May 22-24. She
from che Subiaco roster.
is the President of the Oblate Directors
On Tuesday evening, May 13, Br.
Associarion, and she was here ro begin
Patrick Boland was ordained as Deacon, here in
the Abbey Church. The
last time this happened was
when Fr. Gregory Pilcher
was ordained a deacon by
Bishop McDonald. Thar
would be some 35 years
ago. Br. Parrick will be
studying Spanish in Guadalajara, Mexico, this summer
and then will return to St.
Br. Patrick, with Bishop Taylor and Abbot Jerome along with
Vincent Archabbey for his
final year of seminary study. concelebrating pri~sts and d~ncorJS

His ordination ro the priesrhood is slated for June 20, 2015.
In early May, rhe swimming pool
opened for business. The water must
have been quire chilly, bur students
flocked to the pool chose first days.
Kids don't seem to notice the cold. The
Academy changed over ro warm-weather dress on May 1, and the majoriry of
students wore shorts in temperatures
below 40°.
Academy chaplain Roy Goerz. announced that the Lenten collection for
the San Benito School in Esquipulas,
Guatemala, brought in $1,853.79. Another collection for CASA, which provides care and
advocacy for
local abused
and neglected
children,

raised
$1,952.06.
These totals

are impressive!
Anniwrrary celebration ofFr. Bnmo & Fr. Nicholm & a horr of Fuhrmmms
6

planning che 20 I 5 Oblate Directors
Conference. This large summer conference will use Heard Hall. She viewed
Heard Hall the day before the students
lefr for summer vacation. We assured
her, over and over, that the building
would look different in July than it did
on May 23rd. In face, rhe janitorial
staff, along with some extra summer
student workers, had to transform the
building in less than a week, to get i,
ready for the Alumni Reunion. Then
after the alumni left on Sunday, they
had one day (!!) to ger it ready to house
the diocesan priests, here for their annual retreat. They-James, Tommie,
Frankie, and Tamara-know how to get
it done. Don't worry, Sister Bonita. AJI
will be well.
May ended wirh ten days of continuous rainy, drizzly, cloudy weather.
We received just over seven inches of
rain in May, so the ground is saturated.
Hay baling is being done around boggy
spots, gardens are growing up in crabgrass, lawnmowers spray water out the
discharge chuce. This can't last, so we
better enjoy it now.

On December I 8 1 I 944, in Biloxi, MS, a man of many ideas, caJencs 1 patience and wisdom was
born. Subiaco Abbey is blessed to call him Br. Jude Schmitt, OSB.
Given the baptismal name John Conrad, Br. Jude's family includes four sisters and rwo brothers.
He lived his childhood years in Fort Smith, AR, and received his grammar school education at Sc.
Boniface School, during which time he was introduced to Subiaco Abbey. He arcended a vocation
week at the Abbey and was impressed with what he saw; so impressed that he made the decision co

come to Subiaco Academy for his high school education.
Following graduation in 1962, Br. Jude studied at Sc. Bernard's College in Alaban,a for rwo
years, and chen entered the novitiate at Subiaco Abbey in September 196-4. He professed ,emporary vows one year lacer and continued his studies at Sr. Louis University graduating with a BA in
history in 1968. He returned to the Abbey in the summer of 1968 and embarked on his reaching
career. ln 1970, he professed final vows as a monk.
Afrer several years in the classroom, Br. Jude felt a desire co enrer inro the field of science. So in
Br.]11d, Schmitt
addition to reaching, serving as dorm dean and leading che prayerful life of a Benedictine monk,
he began more studies and received his certificate in science as well.
As his knowledge grew, so did his responsibilities as a reacher in che academy. He nor only raughr social studies, but added
and
science, religion and compurer rechnology. In l 976, as he conrinued reaching, he was appointed socius to the novices
junior monks of the Abbey. He returned to serving as a dormitory dean in che Academy, and in 1988 was named the director
of Camp Subiaco, a role he held for 5 years.
word
Subiaco Academy credits Br. Jude as one of the franc-runners on its computer scene. He understood the usefulness of
processors and computers and steered the purchase of che Academy's first program in che mid 1990s. In 2001. he was named
adminisrrator of che com purer systems for the Abbey & Academy and continues as technology coordinator today.
At the Abbey, we keep a record of each monk's formal education. The form has categories for grammar, secondary, college,
even
advanced, and other. It's no surprise char Br. Jude has filled in every slot and continues to expand his knowledge each day,
after compiling 37 continuous years as an instructor in the Academy.
Besides all these casks, Br. Jude greatly influences the community with other talents, most no,ably, woodworking. Hjs creitems
ative ability can be seen all around the monastery, Academy and now in many homes. He designs and consrruccs wood
Clarice
such as bowls, crosses and crucifixes, furniture, and clocks. Recently, through a generous donation from Richard and
The
Grace of Dover, AR, Subiaco Abbey was able to purchase a CNC router and a new laser machine for the carpenter shop.
a
addition of these machines has enhanced ,he imagination and creaciviry of Br. Jude and other monks of the Abbey. To sec
sample of their works, visit www.subi.org.
Having a natural gift for discovery, Br. Jude also has
the job of being the resident locksmith. He fell into this
posi,ion by reading a book on the subject and then raking several locks apart. Around here, if you know how
to do something, it quickly becomes your job. If you do
it well, it's your job for life.
Br. Jude's easy smile, quietly conveyed wisdom, and
obvious love of rhe monastic life are visible in his everyday life as he cakes an active role in the monk's choir and
enjoys playing folk music on banjo and guitar. Presently,
he also serves as Junior Master, overseeing che formation of all che junior monks at Subiaco. He enjoys the
beauty of nature and as rime allows, he hikes and camps
in the rr.ounrains of the western states with a couple of
his fellow monks.
Putting tht fi1111/ touches on an altar built for a 11ew church in BoonevilU', AR
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A Gift from the Heart and Soul

Some of our Recent Memorials
There arc times when everyone wants to do something with lasting spiritual meaning for his or her loved ones. Subiaco Abbey provides such a w:i.y.
Loved ones can be remembered daily in the monks' Divine Office and their Masses through the Memorial Enrollment Program. To make 1his possible the
abbey offers rwo ry~ of memorial cards dm will be sent to the family or friend that you specify. One wouJd be sem co the family of a deceased person,
and a second would be sent to a living person being remembered. Living memorials include anniversaries, birthdays, or other occasions. The following arc
some of the memorials or tributes char we have recently received.

Honor/memorial
Mr. & MrJ. Eddie Andrus
Mr.ManincAnhalt

Fr. David Bc:llinghaUS(n

Donor

Honor/memorial

Mn. Ddon::i; M. Har(m~n
Mr. & Mn. Cyril Hollingswonh
Mr. & Ml'J. RamWI 8.arktr
Mr. Charla BcllinghaU5c:n
Mr. & Mr. UrNtl BdlinghaU5c:n,
Ms.HcatherBlilQard
Mr. & Mn.. John 0. Blaty
\-Ir. & Mn. Brad Brown
Mr. & Mrs. Robcn Dorough
Mi» Barban Ouru..:
Mr. & Mn.. Guy Evdd
M,.}osdyn Evdd
Mr. & Mrs.Augus1j. Fdderhoff
Mr.JohnC.Fishtt
Mr. & Mn. AJvin G. Hannun
Mn. Ddom M. Hm:mm
Mr. Konrad Hadcins &
M,_ Sandy Vandahl
Mr.Dennis Hess
Dr. & Mn. Thorrw R. Hobaoc:k
Mr. & Mn. Oyde Johns1on
Mr.&Mn.J,1.ckieKirbo
Mr. & Mn. Bill Kirk
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene KleiA
Lt. Col. & Mn. James Malik, Jr,
M1.LomnMdson
Mr. Robtn J. Miller
Mr. & Mn. Donald F. Ntumcit-r
NLR Marmgt Encounter
Mn.Ulhainc,Pa,·lu:ek
Mi. VH>l.1 Rohmcr
Mr. & Mn. Tom Sitbcnmorgen
Mr. & Mn. Mm: Soucy
Mr. & Mn. py R. Spohn

Mn.Cccili.JTn4or
\irs.Gtruudc\'~1
\-Ir. & Mn.. Leonard \'ogd
Mr. & Mn. Sylvan Waltenchad

Mr. J05eph W. Wewen. Sr.
Mr. & Mil- Duiid 8. Wolf

Donor

Mr. llubcn lkzne,
Br. ramdt Boland, OSB
Mr. fl.brun R. Br.idy

Mn. Vicky lkum
Or, Michele Sabino
Mr. & Mn.Joseph Gulwbk.i
Mr. LuuUnano
Mt. Linda Carano
Mr. & Mn. Glmn Coru.wuino Mr. & Mu. Mad:johnson
John Crouch.Jr
Mr. & Mn. Henry 8. Vogler.Jr.
Mn. Mdame Cum,-.k
Oen. & Mrs. Michad Cumnock
Mr. MKh.id f. ~ Y ' O
Mr. & Mn. Thom2$ P.. ~vo
Mr. fonrJ.Oe.Salvo
\11.. Marpm Han
Mr1.PatriwHan
Mn. Di::loasM. Hannun
U. Col. & Mrs. Jmw:s Malik.Jr.
Sc jo.q,h's Alar Society
Fr. Raphael Dt.Salvo, 0~8
Mn. Odom M. Hannun
Br Tobi.al lkSalvo. OSB

Mn. Odon,, M. Hannun

Mr. & Mis. Ridwd C Bo1hwdl
Mr. & Mn.James Hays
Mr. & Mrs. James H.iys
O..n. & Mn. Michad Cumnock
AnooymOt.U>
Mr. & Mn. Rith.1ul Ml'o-d:lll.l"'>
Mn. Ddom M. Hartman
Mrs. Anne PhillipsMn. Juli:ana Crewing
Mr. & Mn. Amlq Fuhrm:inn
Mr. Ewald Fuhrnurm
Mn.. JulUn:a Gtt-Aing
M~r-.d111.1Hvde
Ann(.;offin
Mr.&Mrs.~Swopi:
Mr.&:.\irs.RiclurdAnkm;agni
Courmi:yGutdry
Mrs. Odom M. Hannun
\ts. Marpm Han
Mr.JakcH2m
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph M. Clou.J,.
Irmgard Hnnrh,11
Mr. & M,s. ElbmTaylm,Jr.
Mr. Eddie: Htrkin
Mr. & Mrs. C.OnnieOmdy
M)..Dchb.c-M«llod:
Mt & Mn. Ult liocbnruin Mr.&: Mrs. MKhxl. E. Wddi
Joan HO'lllud l,m1th
Smith fami.,.
Pi:ggyJi:nmnp
Mn.~M.Hanman
Joe KMlin
Mr. & Mn. Douglas Haddock

Fr.ink D,gilormo
Ann Duerr
Jusun Duett
Den. John Duke
Gertrude f.11.korn
Thdmi l'oghino
l'i:dro llmn«l.1
Mn. lim Frinkm,1.n
rr. Bruno l-uhrm.1nn, OSB
Henry & Lcn1 Fuhrmann
1nm Ro.c Fuhrmann
Fr. i~holu Fuhrnunn. OSB

Honor/memorial
Mn. Chrimn:a l\oth
JohnJ. Koch
Mr. Chnla; Un,ing
Gi:org,r & Opal Lcnuni
RiJwd L.twmdow)k.i
Mrs.MaryJ.M.uu
BmO.l..tilkr
UuraF,M1lkr
Mn. ~M1neM1lkr
Br. Th..1mat MlJllCr, OSB

~.-~li:n
Mr.Tonyl".ahlm
M~ Hclcor-.un
Mr. Urry R. riliJll'lo
DomPirom

Mr. red lu1hhooc

Donor
Mr.&Mn..O.;:mgFors1
MtJ. Delores M H:ann1:an
Mr. & MtJ. Jcny L Davis
Mr. & Mn. Willi.am R. lvi:mtf
Mr. & Mrs. William 8. S.dl
Mr. & .\in. Gi:orge M. lcruing
Mn. ()dorc:5 M. Hanm.1n
Mn. Odom M Hmrnan
Den. & Mn. MKhaid Cumnodt
Orn. & Mrs. MKhxl Cumnock
Mr.JotcrhKnirtig
Mr. & Mrs. B,11 Ono
A.H.NahlrnTrust
A.H. Sahkn Trw.1
\ir. Timothy r-.uu
Mr.lonyj.DeSalvo
Mn. Ddora M. Hanm:an
Ms. fJll'nD:avis
Mr. & Mrs. Willi~m Ambrose
M\. Carm:an J. Grah:am

Mr.&: Mrs. Mii:h:ad Ungc
fl.h Mu1oni: R:ithbonl'
Ms. lkvcrly C. Richd
Mr.S. T, Whitc
Re,.· Susan R1ppcn
& Mr. S1cphcn Blackmore:
E1lecnSKking
Den. Viaor ~tcpka. Jr.
WilliamS1orc:y
Mn.. Virginia S1tkk

Dr. Midide Sabino
Mr. & Mrs. J:amtt C. Gehrig
Den. & Mrs. Miclud Cumnock:
Mr. & M~- Rwrd C Bothwell
Mr. & Mn. Don Borchert
M,. V1rgm1,1 !:I. Hall
Mr. & Mn. Duiny E. Hauy
M1.M:.1ryla:~txk
Mr. & Mrs. Walttt L Rdun. Jr.

Mr. Dand1 \t«don
Mr. And,- A. 'IX.'cu.i:nfcb

Mr.Rkhardj.l'nu
MrJarobB.BnnerMr & Mr:a. Gilbert L Koch

Fr. Fr:an~l\ Zimmc:m, 058

Mr.&Mn.Kms.dxnmorgen
Mr.&Mr..J:amcsA.Zim..intm-

! To request a Memorial, clip, fill in coupon, and mail.
Enclosed is my memo rial gift to continue the works of ubiaco Abbey$ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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My Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - Ciry _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ __
In Memory of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

(or) In Honor Of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(i amr

(Nllt'lt}

Commemorating: (Anniversary, Birthday, Special Occasion) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
Send special card co: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
Ciry _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ __

LMail co: Subiaco Abbey, 405 N . Subiaco Avenue, Subiaco, AR 72865-9798
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The warmest human feeling comes
from knowing that a gifr received comes
completely from the heart. The greatest
spiritual feeling comes when you realize
that the gift was an act of love for God
and chose who serve him.
A blessing in the truest sense of the
word was received recently through a
gift for Conti11uing th, Tradition ... A
C1mpaign for Subiaco. Don and Karen
Yandell of Cleburne, TX, began considering the gifts many weeks ago. After
much prayer, thought and analysis of
the effect the gift would have on the
ministries at ubiaco, they decided to
allow their overwhelming "love for the
monks and all that they do" be their
guide in making the decision. That decision amounted to a gift of$! million.
The connection that the Yandells have
with Subiaco spans many generations.
Don was a student at Subiaco Academy
from I 954-1957. He has many family roots in this area including his ties
to the Minden family from the areas
of Subiaco, Paris, Charleston, and Fort
Smith. Don's grandfuther had operated a
lumber company in Subiaco in the early
1900s. Three of his uncles graduated
from Subiaco Academy. Mrs. Yandell

was raised in Colorado and moved co
Texas where she met Don.
Don recalls that in the Minden
family, it was tradition for one of the
young men co join the priesthood. He
noted that although he did not choose
that particular vocation, he feds he and
Karen have developed a relationship co
the monks, their Benedictine values,
and their mission.
Sometime in the early 2000s, Don
visited ubiaco when Camp Subiaco was
in session. He recalled that Academy
alumnus Leslie Harter, from the class
of 1955, was on campus and running
the Trojan hop. He and Les conversed
about the ways that alumni could support Subiaco and Les expressed that he
enjoyed giving back to Subiaco through
his time, talenr and treasure. Don was
inspired by that meeting and soon became more involved himself.
"One very meaningful b o o k , ~
Called Subiaco, gave us a great understanding of the works of the Benedictine
monks ar Subiaco. I found myself going
back in rime relating to my grandparents arriving from Illinois co Arkansas, ..
Don said. "The monks and St. Benedict
helped us develop a greater love for

ubiaco. After
rereading the life
of St. Benedict, I
realized many lay
people helped Sr.
Benedict further
his communities. His works
and the works of people around him
made us decide that we could help the
ubiaco community grow and prosper."
Don noted that their sacrifice is
minimal to that of the monks. He and
Karen find peace in the fact that they
both love the monks and that their gift
will help all prosper together. They hope
that this gift of prayer and sacrifice will
encourage others co join in furthering
the mission of Subiaco.
Don's service as a board member of
the Subiaco Foundation began in 20 I 2
and continues today. "We are hooked!"
they explain. "We know the good things
that are happening at Subiaco and we
arc so blessed to be a part of it." How
blessed Subiaco is to have such wonderful friends and co-workers in our
mission!
At press rime, the Capiral Campaign
has reached a total of $7,640,500.

Everyone Leaves a Legacy
Everyone leaves a legacy. Do you ever wonder what kind of legacy you will leave? Fortunately, we can help determine that
with planning. I recently participated in a memoriaJ service for a man whose kindness and generosity continues co much others in a special way. Every time I visited with him, he shared great stories about the things he loved • including Subiaco. He
was married for more than 60 years, was a decorated vereran, a successful farmer, a loving father, and a great friend co many!
I never heard anyone say a single bad word about him. Whenever we visited, he always thanked me for coming and asked me
to remember him in my prayers. I assured him that I truly enjoyed my visits and that, not only my prayers, but those of the
monks were coming his way. I shared that the entire monastic community of Subiaco prays multiple rimes a day for living and
deceased benefactors who help sustain the monastery. The many stories cold at the memorial service were ones of chis man's
love and generosiry. In his final days I assured him that his love would live on.
For more than 135 years the vision, mission, and ministries of Subiaco have been sustained by benefactors, like you, who
have supported this special place through prayers and donations. As a recipient of The Abbey Message your generosiry is
already known to us. If you haven't already done so, Abbot Jerome and all of us here would like for you to prayerfully consider
including ubiaco in your will or other estate plans, thus guaranteeing this Place called ubiaco is here for future generations.
Thank You! Please let me know if there is anything we can do to assist you in your quesc to determine your legacy.
Deacon Mike Cumnock MSW/MBA, Director of Planned Giving mcumnock@subi.org 479-934-1001
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Alumni Host Senior Banquet
Thirty alumni joined the class of 2014 forrhe annual Senior Banquet
sponsored by rhe Subiaco Alumni Association at the RusscllviUe Counuy
Club on April 23. Alumni Secretary Don Berend explained ro the seniors
the hope that each would stay involved in Subiaco Alumni activities.
Alumni President Brian Weisenfels presented each senior with an aerial
view phoco of the Subiaco campus, a certificate proclaiming each an active
member of the Association, a flash drive containing numerous photos and

a brief history of the Association. Dean Weber, legendary athletic trainer at
the University of Arkansas, was the featured speaker.

Tornado Cleanup

Bill Lux '66 speaking at graduation
"You can graduate from Subiaco, bur you can never leave." Thes,, words were addressed ro members of rhe class of 2014 at
the I 27th Subiaco Academy graduation on May 17. Commencement speaker Bill Lux, a 1966 graduate of Subiaco Academy
and a 1972 University of Arkansas at Fayetteville graduate, and presently the President of ubiaco Academy's Board of Trustees,
asked the graduaces co leave spiricual, personal, and professional legacies on the road to becoming great men.

Diplomas were awarded in rhe Inner Court of ubiaco Abbey ro thirty-four graduates, including honor graduates: Sam
Chisholm - Valedictorian, Daniel Heinrichs - Salutatorian, Chang An Kim, Eric Ledieu, Chris Post, Eli Hekel, Daniel Dunham, David Johnson, Austin Beck, Hyung Man Bae, Seonghun Lee, Cody Eveld, Jungho Lee, and Brendan Wynne.
Medals for excellence were awarded by Abbot Jerome Kodell, O.S.B. ro the foUowing Academy seniors and underclassmen
during the ceremony in the Inner Court of the Abbey. Excellence in Religious Studies - Malcolm Mitchell, Excellence in English - Pauick Giuliani, Excellence in Mathematics - Eli Hekel, Excellence in Science - Eric Ledieu, Excellence in Classical &
Modern Languages - John Tran, Excellence in Social Studies - Sam C hisholm, Accomplishment in Arr - Changan Kim, Accomplishment in Instrumental Music - Hayden H udson, Accompl ishment in Piano - Kangkyu Kim, Accomplishment in Choral
Music - Daniel Heinrichs, Accomplishment in Drama - Nathan Mabry, Campus Activities - Zachary Ruesewald. Religious Activities - John Tran, Application ro Studies - Eric Cauthron, Highest Scholastic Average - Axel Ntamarungiro, Board of Trustees
Medal - Austin Schluterman, Americanism - David Johnson, Coury Athletic Trophy - Kamron Hurst, Good Character - Austin
Beck, Pereyra Award for Unselfishness - Daniel Dunham.

Penny Wars

The Academy Student Council sponsored a Penny War competition on behalf of CASA (Court Appointed Special Advo-

cates). This well-known organization provides children in crisis with trained advocates who investigate, monitor and advocate

on behalf of the child and accompany the child through the court process and throughout his/her rime in state protective
cusrody. Subiaco students eagerly rook on rhe chaUenge ro assist these children raising an amazing roral of S 1,953.22.
During the Penny Wars class competition, students brought pennies ro fill jars. Every piece of silver or paper money subtracted from the total, so if a srudenc brought in 100 pennies for his class's jar, and someone from another class deposited a quarter
in the same jar, the net gain would be 75 cents towards winning the competition. All money raised was donated.
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The Benet C lub had a special meeting in
the bell rower of the Abbey. This photo was
taken by Br. Reginald, club sponsor.

"The devastation was worse than I expecred," remarked Vincent

Hoang. Eight Subiaco students went ro Vilonia, Arkansas, May 3,
to help with the cleanup of the tornado-stricken area.

Phonathon
Academy students spent two evenings during the last week of April
assisting with the Annual Fund by reaching out co alumni, parents and

friends via phone calls in the yearly phonathon. Twenty students from
the various grade levels volunteered their time each evening from 6:309:00 p.m. The phonathon was shortened to only two days this year, bur
the students rallied and were able to secure pledges totaling over $26,600
to support rhe Annual Fund.
The students enjoyed speaking with other Subi brothers and hearing
about their experiences at Subi3co. It becomes a connection that goes

much fu.rther than the financial support. Many also received prayer requests which were forwarded to the monks. A special thanks to all who took the rime ro speak with the boys.
Cash prizes were awarded to the top three callers at the weekly student assembly. First prize of $150 was earned by senior
Eric Ledieu, a day student from Scranton, AR; second prize of $100 went to Chris Myers, a junior boarding student from
Alabaster, AL; and third prize of $50 was awarded to freshman Aaron Hebert, a boarding student from Bentonville, AR. All the
student callers were treated to snacks and pizza, and each will receive community service hours for their efforts.
Subiaco's Annual Fund is designed to help meet the overall cost of education chat is not covered by tuition income.
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Honors Assembly
Academic Dean Cheryl Goerz told the assembled students at the May 14
Honors Assembly that recognitions tO students are "the result of not only hard
work on the pare of individuals, but also of the efforrs of the community--the
monks who pray for you, your teachers who instructed you, your peers who
supported and tutored you, and your parents, grandparems, guardians, and
patrons who provided the means for you to be at this place caJled Subiaco."
Mrs. Goetz then announced the names of rhe honor graduates, che names
of the young men who have completed outstanding numbers of hours of
community service, and the Presidenr's Education Awards (those who have
earned a cumulative grade point average of90% or higher.)
Dean of Men Greg Timmerman announced the following statistics:
• ACT Composite Average= 25.6 (24 students)
DavidJohnson and his parmts with Joe Spivey 77,
• SAT Composite Average= 1760 (14 students)
reprtsemn.tive ofthe U.S. Naval Academy
• $3,289,900 in scholarships offered to 19 students
• 14 students accepting scholarship offers of$1,392,300
' 308 college applications made to 135 colleges in the United States and Canada

Alumni g,uherrd after Mass on Saturday ro take a gro11p photo.
Sam

dr Term, Littk wrrr named an Honorary

Al1'mnus and Honorary mnnb,r ofthe ladies

Auxiliary by Abbot Jrromr.

Alumni
Reunion
2014

• Members of the Class of 2014 will be attending 27 colleges in 13 states plus Canada: British Columbia Institute of
Technology (Canada), Arkansas State University, Southwestern Illinois College, University of Notre Dame (IN), Tulsa Welding School (OK), Purdue University (IN), University of hicago (IL), Harding University (AR) , Belmont University (TN),
Hardin-Simmons University (TX), United States Naval Academy (MD), University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, University of the Ozarks (AR), The Ohio Srnte University, Buffalo rate College ofSUNY, Collin County Community College (TX),
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Lyon College (AR), Northwest Arkansas Community College, University of
Montevallo (AL), Texas Tech University, University of Arkansas at Fayetteville, Arkansas Tech University, Fordham University
(NY), University of ebraska at Lincoln, Pennsylvania State University, University Park.

Fr. John Ringley 79 was ukbrant at the
Reunion Mass Saturday afternoon.

David Sharum '83
is rlu new prrsidmr

ofrhe Alumni
Anocinrion.
&11iors' work project prior to annual senior retreat

junior Chris Myers finishing mosaic

Frl!shmnn Sangwoon Lu wn.s baptiud

during f:."asttr Vigil
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A Br. Adrian cedar chest u•,u one 0/1/u highlights ofthe live auction at the
Saturday 11igh1 banquet.
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Reunion Big Success
The constantly changing weather would not put a damper on th is year's Alumni Reunion. On Thursday evening the Day
Student Alumni Volunteers were honored by the Association for all the hours they put in at the Abbey and Academy. A marble
plaque engraved by Br. Jude will be installed in the entry of the Field House in their honor.
The Fr. Harold Memorial GolfTournament, which was tO be held on Friday morning, had to be canceled due tO rain .
In his welcome message Abbot Jerome emphasized his desire for alumni to help in the Abbey's quest for new men. He asked
chem to encourage younger graduates to consider the monastic life. He also announced char, at che rime of chis meeting, alumnus Peter Mclane '93 was being ordained to che permanent diaconate for che Diocese of Tulsa.
Glenn Constantino, in his report on the capital campaign, announced that 94% of the goal had been reached due tO a one
million dollar gift by Don and Karen Yandell '58. We hope to complete the campaign by year end.
Pac Franz's report on Camp Subiaco noted char the counselors were all in place, but more campers could still be registered.
He expects the numbers t0 be at least as good as last year.
T1m Tencleve gave hjs usual report on the Am.letic Department, but then rook some rime tO explain char in addition co being
head basketball coach and athletic director, his new assignment includes increasing tuition assistance funding. In celling about
his reason for taking on this assignment he said, "It's all about the kids."
President Brian Weisenfels announced the winners of the Alumni Scholarships including Fr. Christopher Scholarship- Matthew Glass; the Fr. Clement Scholarship- John Tran; and the Coach Maus Scholarship- Chris Myers.
Abbot Jerome presented an honorary alumni membership to Sam Little and his wife Teresa. Sam has been the Maintenance
Direcror for the Abbey and Academy for the last 15 years and is considered "one of the family."
Mass on Saturday afternoon was celebrated by Fr. John Ringley '79. He was assisted by Deacon Kenneth Stengel '73. At
the banquet and auction following Mass, the Association raised over $25,000 co aid Academy scudencs. The auction was ably
handled by Herky Biffie of Muenster, Texas. In their silent auction the Ladies Auxiliary cleared over $5,000 for their scholarship fund.
Abbot Jerome announced the elected directors for the Association Board: Joseph Post '08, Bill Schwartz '63, and Jesson
George '99. Abbot's appointments ro the Board include Kevin Franz '84, Vicror Mendoza '06 and Tom Shannon '58 to replace
Ken Seirer, Jr. '9 l, who became President-elect. Ac that same breakfast President Brian Weisenfels '87 turned che reins over co
the new President, David Sharum '83.
Following the events of the weekend, Abbot Jerome announced that George Lensing '95 would be replacing Don Berend '57
as Secretary and Dale Schumacher '71 would replace him as Treasurer. Abbot also appointed Manhew LaFargue '84 to complete the term on the board left vacant by George Lensing's move into the office of Secretary.

Obituaries
Edward Lee 'Eddie' Herlein '43 died March 30, 2014, in Cherokee Village, AR. After a stint in the Marines, he operated
Helena Electric Company.
During his days at Subiaco, Eddie and his brother Phil '43 were an effective passing combination on the football field, with
Eddie on the receiving end. In later life he was an avid hunter and golfer.
He is survived by sons Jody and Bud, a daughter, Cindy Runken, grandchildren, Shawna Lyons, Trey and Todd Herlein,
Jody, Jr., and Cid Herlein, Chad Runken and Lance Blackburn.
Wtlliam Kevin Mullen '80 died March 22, 2014, in Des Arc, AR. He is survived by his
mother, Billie F. Mullen, one sister, one brother, three nieces, and one nephew.
Hugh J. Britt '58 died March 20, 20 I 4, in Henning, TN. He served in the Army in both Germany and Vietnam. He worked across che country as a journey electrician and was a member of
the !BEW He was a member of the VFW and the American Legion.
He is survived by his wife of37 years, Mary Hays Britt; one sister, Betty Hall; two sons, Hugh
A. Britt, 111 and Jason Britt, and granddaughter Reagan Britt.
Thomas Vasquez '73 died April 26, 2014, in Pecos, TX. He was an electronic technician and a
member of St. Catherine's Catholic Church.
He is survived by his parents, George and Lois Vasquez; two sisters, Suzi Brizz.i and Milissa
Hugh Britt '58
Aranda; three brothers, David, Eddie, and Mickey Vasquez.
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Obituaries
Thomas Francis Lane '60 passed away April IO, 2014, in Ft. Worth, TX. He attended North Texas tate University and
completed his studies at the University of Mississippi. He served in the U.S. Air Force in Vietnam, flying the RF4-C and reaching the rank of Captain. He was a life-long member of Holy Family Catholic Church where he was active in pro-life and served
as an acolyte and parish council member.
He is survived by his wife of39 years, Mary Kaye; son, Joseph Vincent; daughters, Christine Anne L:rne and Carmen Marie
Lane, and granddaughter Madeline Anne Lane.
Ted Payne Rathbone '45 passed away March 27, 2104, in Peoria, IL. He was a WWI I Navy veteran serving in the South
Pacific on the USS John Land. He was employed by Caterpillar, Inc. for 38 years. Ted was a 5-year member of the George
Washington Lodge 222 AF&AM in Chillicothe, Scottish Rite Bodies, Valley of Peoria and the Mohammed Shriners.
He is survived by his wife Lois Ann 'San'; one son, Rick; one daughter, Renee L. Krudwig; two scepsons, Fred Hansen and
Eric Hansen; three grandsons, rwo granddaughters, and one great grandson.

Lawrence 'Larry' R. Paladino '48 died April 24, 2014, in Marco Island, FL. He graduated from the
University of Central Arkansas where he played quarterback in football and pitcher in baseball. He was
selected t0 All Conference teams in 1950 and 1951.He pitched two no-hitters in semi-pro baseball in the
summer of I 949. Larry signed a professional contract with the ew York Gianrs at the end of his junior
year in 1951 and played in the Giants organization until I 956.
He served and became an officer in the Arkansas and Virginia National Guards from 1951 to 1959. In
1958 he joined Westinghouse as a public relations and sales manager, establishing coin operated laundry
l..arry Paladi110 '48
scores in all of the central United States. He later worked in the same field for Maytag.
After retirement Larry moved to Marco Island tO enjoy his favorite pastime, golf. He won over 25 club
championships over rhe years and shot his age or better 1,640 times.
He is survived by one son, Lawrence 'Chris' Paladinoi sisters, Henrietta 'Erra' Rowland
and Florence 'Babe' Andreas.
Jerome C. 'Jerry' Donze, Jr. '61 died in Ballwin, MO, on April 27, 20 I 4. He attended
the University of Missouri. He spent 40 years as claims/manager/supervisor for various
insurance companies. He was a member of the Greater St. Louis Claims Association and
president of SEMO Claims Association in I 974. He was a member of the Cape Girardeau
Jaycees, Kiwanis Club and the Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks. He was the
exalted ruler of Manchester Elks Lodge 2058 from 1995 t0 1997 and served as district
deputy grand exalted ruler of the Greater St. Louis Metro District of the Elks Lodge from
2003 to 2004.
He is survived by his mother, Yvonne Basler; his daughter, Kathy Donze; a son, Jerry C.
'Danelle' Donze, lll; grandchildren, David and Cara Nicole Donze; a brother, Bruce, and
a sister Jan Trautman.
Charles Edmond Lensing '48 died in Ft. Smith, AR, May 3, 2014. He was an Army
Veteran of the Korean War and a former vice president of Okla Homer Smith Furnimre
Co. He was a member of St. Bonifuce Catholic Church, the Knights of Columbus, Cursillo and M:irriage Encounter.
He is survived by his wife Agatha; two sons, James and Bryan; his sister, Kay Smith; two /,rry Do,iu '6/
brothers, Wilford and Ron, and three grandchildren.
Wtlliam A. 'Bill' Eischeid '43 passed away April 28, 2014, in Edmond, OK. He enlisted in the U.S. Army Air Corp at
the age of 18 and went to gunnery school and became a tail gunner in a B-29. At the wars' end he attended Oklahoma City
University and the University of Oklahoma where he earned a Bachelor's Degree in Journalism. He was employed by GMAC
t0 work in small towns in Oklahoma. He owned and operated a Pontiac dealership in Edmond for twenty years.
At Subiaco he was known as one of the survivors of the Pereyra drowning, an event that he said stayed with him all of his life.
He is survived by his sons Bill and Steve; a daughter, Sharon; grandchildren, Brian Eischeid, Meredith Smith, Blair, Andy,
Luke and Emma Eischeid.
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What is our fear?
Why can't we say
those very simple
words?
I was talking
recently with one of
my brother monks
who shared a powerful story about those
oh-so-simple words. It seems that he
had been attending college and was just
finishing up his second year of school.
He had recently become a Catholic
and had been asking God to give him
some direction in his life. He thought
that direction was pretty clear because
he had just started a relationship with a
beautiful young lady who was herself a
Catholic. Still, there seemed to be this
incessant unsettledness as if God was
beckoning him to move from the good
to the better; to move from that close
relationship with his girlfriend to an
even closer relationship with God. The
young man certainly hadn't the vaguest
notion of becoming a celibate priest,
and even the life of a married deacon
was not so appealing to him either.
Still, he wondered!
First, that unsettledness began to grow
even stronger. He seemingly found
comfort only when he was serving at
Mass, helping in the church, or talking
about his faith. Next, he began to notice
more and more that even as he felt deep
love for his girlfriend, there was this
realization char he simply didn't feel that

desire to channel that love to just one
person for the rest of his life. It was as
if he had this well-spring of love that
he wanted to offer for everyone. Even
with these interior signs leading him
and God forming the ground to plant
rhe seed, it still rook one more thing! A
flat tire!
Yes, it was a flat tire next to Hardees
late at night that changed everything.
AAA said it would be two hours before
getting to his car, so he ventured in to
the Hardees to have a burger while he
waited. The place was packed with students! Getting his order, the young man
then searched for a place to sit and relax.
A few moments afrer getting his table,
this older man can1e up and asked to sit
in one of the other chairs. They began
a brief conversation, when the older
man noticed that the young guy had a
cross on a chain around his neck. The
young man said he had recently become
a Catholic. The older man asked what
the younger guy majored-in and what
career he hoped to enter. The younger
guy laughed and said he wasn't quire
sure; things had been unsettling recently! Then .. .THEN ... the older man
uttered the words that so few are willing
to say. The older man said, "Have you
ever considered becoming a priest?"
Time had stopped. Yes, the younger
guy laughed it off and said the standard, "No way do I want to be a priest!"
Still, the old man had said aloud, what
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had only been whispered by the young
man in the recesses of his heart. That
old man had uttered the words of God
that the young man needed to hear.
That young man would later become
a diocesan priest and is now a monk of
our abbey.
Would you utter some similar words
with me right now? "Have you ever
considered becoming a monk1" Why
is it that most people are absolutely terrified to say those simple, but powerful,
words to young men? If you know a
single Catholic man who seems to be
drawn to the life of the Church, then
I am asking you to have the courage, the strength, and the conviction
to overcome your fear and say those
words. One old man did, and it led to a
young man becoming a priest and later
a monk. If more of our friends and
those who read this letter would utter
similar words, then we might have an
abundance of vocations even beyond
our present blessings. As God reminds
us in lsaiili 44: 13, don't be afraid! Say
the words!
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